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SOLEHEALING FUNDAMENTALS

Welcome

Today is a great day, it is the start of your
journey towards fundamental health. The first
question you may be asking yourself is,
“What is SoleHealing?”
SoleHealing is a dynamic wellness system.
It is a unique method of stimulating the
energetic system of the body; meaning, the
way your body system is performing in its
natural environment, in its natural state of
original congruence.

It is about fundamental health and
your unique well-being.
The SoleHealing dynamic wellness system is
a combination of the support of trained
professionals advising and encouraging
individuals to take charge of their own
healing through the use of daily choice and
wellness tools.
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Fundamental Health
I imagine your next question is probably, “What is Fundamental Health?”
Fundamental Health exists as the setpoint that the body, mind and spirit
return to when there is no influence of disharmony in the bodily system
perpetuating illness and disease. Ultimately, SoleHealing is about coming to
know yourself deeply and powerfully at a resonant level that can and will
transform your life.

The foundation on which you
build your happy life of purpose,
is good health.
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In simple terms you can understand
that SoleHealing is the

system

And
Fundamental Health
is the

outcome

There is a vibration of perfect health in every
body. The SoleHealing dynamic wellness
system releases the energetic blocks, at a
cellular level, that cause physical disease,
emotional anxiety and mental ill-health.
SoleHealing goes to the source to move this
blocked energy out of the body.
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The
Fundamentals
SOLEHEALING

FOR

EVERY

BODY

THE FUNDAMENTALS

For Every Body
SoleHealing is a complete wellness system that is
elaborate in its completion but really simple to use.
There are three main components:
SoleHealing Fundamentals
Your unique SoleHealing report
Your choice to participate
The Fundamentals apply to every body, including you.
Your SoleHealing report applies only to you.
This document is focused on the SoleHealing
Fundamentals. The Fundamentals contain information
that is relevant to every body moving towards a state
of fundamental health.
The following links are going to take you to series of
articles about what each of these SoleHealing
Fundamental aspects of health looks like.
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Link Resources
Dynamic Nourishment
Vibrant Food Framework
The Colours of the SoleHealing Colour Wheel
Understanding Food Colours in SoleHealing
Water Resilience
Fresh Air

Dynamic Movement

Physical Aspect
Fundamentals of Movement and Rest
SoleHealing Release Joints | Fundamentals of Sleep
Emotional Aspect
Feelings and Emotions are your 'Bread & Butter'
Trapped Emotion? C'mon, man! Are you pulling my leg?
Relief and Aversion as an Inner/Outer Feeling Pair
Expansion and Contraction of your Field
Energetic Aspect
Expansion, Contraction and Collapse

Mindset for Health
Colour your Mindset New
Changing the Dynamic of your Life
Rewriting my Story of Health
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THE FUNDAMENTALS

SoleHealing is NOT about
In the weeks to come we will be looking at your
specific SoleHealing report information.
For a moment, let’s just define what SoleHealing is not
about.

There are many factors taken into
consideration that bring to life, this
unique assessment of you. We are really
looking forward to sharing these great insights
about you and your path to fundamental health.
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THE FUNDAMENTALS

Feeling Better

SoleHealing is about Feeling Better
For the moment, let’s have fun with the SoleHealing Fundamentals.
Eating, sleeping, scenery…whatever it takes to start having fun and
feeling better now.
You can get more energetic simply by being out of your regular routine.
So don’t drop the ball on eating, your food recommendations definitely
include a delightful array of fresh fruits and vegetables. Splash around
and get your daily water intake. That’s about all you need to begin with.
Move. Nourish. Hydrate. Feel.
You will come to your own understanding of balance and you want to be
living not check-listing, so don’t get bogged down in the details. Get
joyful in the fun you are having.
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THE FUNDAMENTALS

Feeling Better

Keep creating your meals with colour and bring
as many colourful items (nature’s delight) as
possible into your day. Around the time when
you start to notice a pep in your step, then let’s
talk about more details to keep you moving in
the right direction, that’s when we want to dive
into your unique SoleHealing report.
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THE FUNDAMENTALS

Feeling Better
Food first and then we’ll talk about
what your body needs in terms of
physical alignment.
Let’s get eating all your food colours
with an energetic focus on the colour
as your dominant decision.
Can you walk for an hour each day and
see what you see, or smell or taste or
touch? What’s happening is that you
are engaging all your senses on
purpose to bring a deep sense of
awareness to your body and mind
about what a great day today is.
Today is amazing.
Today is a joy.
And what we need right now more than
everything else is joyful experience.
Starting right now.
Feel better. Feel better.
Feel better with every choice you
make. Feel better. That’s the goal.
Feel better it’s a fun way to play with
your health.
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Wow! That's
so much
information!

The work is inclusive, it requires all
components.
SoleHealing is a new experience for everyone
and we are certain it will help people feel
better. We know that it is necessary and that
it can’t be understated that there are clear
and steadfast milestones that must be
achieved. There are no shortcuts. You are
exploring your own personal and natural
development, and you have a whole life to do
it.
These tools work together, bits and pieces
will help you start to feel better. However, the
whole system is designed to move you
towards fundamental health, while feeling
better and better all along the way.
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What matters most is that you have the
consideration and resolve to see things
through to a new level of understanding who
you are in relationship to your body and life.
Complete the day's tasks and move forward
with a certain sense of pride that what you are
doing is purposeful and with consequence to
the utmost benefit of your conscious
awareness.
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What have
others
experienced?
What have others experienced incorporating
SoleHealing into their lives?

Some of the things those of us working in the
project have experienced already are:
shift in confidence
change of inner awareness
change of posture
change of energy levels
simple understandings about life
more joyful daily experience
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The Map

The SoleHealing dynamic wellness
system is a systematic map towards
Fundamental Health.
We believe that this information is so important and
vital to every person that it is readily and freely
available to you on our website.
SoleHealing for Every Body (The SoleHealing
Fundamentals) can all be accessed through the links
in this document. You can share this booklet, find it
on the SolePath website or on Kindle through
Amazon.

Question

Hey! I'd rather just have the whole thing in one place so
I can sit down and read it. Why do I have to go hopping
around all over to get this information?

Answer

This is the joy of discovery. You plan your route on the
map, your way. What works for me and speaks to my
heart is different than what speaks to you and your
heart. But you know it by feel.
You need to hit all the milestones, and you are
following the feeling to get there... starting right NOW!
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Your Unique
SoleHealing Report
SOLEHEALING

FOR

YOU

YOUR SOLEHEALING REPORT

Only About You
To begin with and most importantly, SoleHealing
is only about you.

What is your unique SoleHealing report?

You are as unique as a fingerprint, and that is
why your SoleHealing report is only about you.
When you receive your SoleHealing report you
receive an all-access pass to a completely new
level of understanding about yourself and your
physical, mental and emotional health needs.
SOLEHEALING FUNDAMENTALS
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Your Compass!
Get your unique
SoleHealing Report.
BY DONATION

Your unique SoleHealing report is
available by donation and will be
delivered to you by email. Information
that is necessary to support you will also
be available on our website for you to
access and print off.
The intention of this work is to give you a
deeper understanding of body and self.
Empowering you to step into your own
health through the use of specific tools
and finally and truly understand that you
really do have the incredible ability to
achieve resonant health through your
own care and life choices.
A SolePath Certified Mentor with a
SoleHealing designation can help guide
you through the information and help
keep you on track or answer any
questions you may have regarding your
own unique information.
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Your SoleHealing report is the compass to guide you
towards fundamental health for the duration of your life.

Your SoleHealing report is based on a SoleHealing analysis of your
unique personal information.
Using the information that is contained within your SoleHealing
report will help you to create and sustain dynamic wellness within
your bodily system.
Using the SoleHealing dynamic wellness system, you are
incorporating simple, daily practice to embrace dynamic wellness in
your life, replenishing your vitality and experience of health.
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Expanding the
SoleHealing work
HOW

CAN

YOU

HELP

?

How can
you help
SoleHealing
move forward?

As you are practicing your daily routines if you
have any adaptations that seemed to work for
you, we’d love to hear about it.
What we call natural inner resources are
available to each and every person. There is
no cultivation of a new experience more
powerful than partnership in the experience of
it. So, why not bring a friend or share with
someone new?
What we are seeking is individual insights and
collective experience, we want to pool our
information and ideas together to make this a
vast community project. We aren’t giving any
sales pitch or ultimatum, just an invitation.
The rest is up to you.
When you see that you are able to contribute
more in your day than you have previously or
some part of your life seems subtly or
significantly different, we’d love to hear it.
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Stay Connected
How do I connect and get assistance or share my experience?
You can connect directly with Dr. Janice Brown D.Ac.
Email: drjanice@solepath.org

Dr. Janice Brown D. Ac.
SLOCOTORP GNILAEHELOS EHT FO ROHTUA

Doctor of Acupuncture
Certified SolePath Mentor
SolePath Trainer
Writer

The work is you; knowing yourself.

SolePath Institute

1329 8th Avenue SE, Inglewood
Calgary, AB T2G 0M8
Canada
www.solepath.org
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About the Author
Dr. Janice Brown is a healthcare practitioner and a post-secondary educator
with over 20 years of experience, who is helping people clinically in Alberta
and internationally through mentoring to improve their lives, their health,
their focus and their emotional wellbeing. She is a doctor of Acupuncture
and a SolePath certified mentor, dedicated to sharing the intellectual
perspective on the study, practice and understanding of the SoleHealing
approach that hasn't yet been shared in a mainstream way, but is
experiencing increased interest.
As a wellness visionary, she combines her expertise in holistic medicine and
her passion for helping people to live a fulfilled life by helping people
embrace their true nature and self through emotional and mental awareness
and a little acupuncture persuasion.
It's been over 25 years since Janice took her first step into a classroom as a
post-secondary educator. Her special gift is communicating new and foreign
concepts to individuals in a way they can understand. From the little rural
classroom teaching computer skills to trappers in the north, to the beautiful
study of Chinese medicine in the city of Calgary, where she went on to the
position of dean of academics, Janice thrives on sharing ideas and concepts.
Dr. Janice expanded her career focus in 2017 to include SolePath mentoring
and is also a SolePath Technician training instructor. Currently, she is having
a wonderful time with the program development for SoleHealing.
About five years ago, Janice began her transition into private clinical
practice, where she now continues to run her own acupuncture and SolePath
Mentoring clinic, which holds the distinct privilege of being the very first of
its kind.
Dr Janice also compiled the playful work,
A SolePath colouring book journey, published
in 2019.
Janice has a great love of creation expressed
through art, poetry and the written word. As a
double Intellectual SolePath, she knows the
value of appropriate mental distraction and
colouring is one of the ways she enjoys
resting her mind.
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